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Online Workshop

March 18th, from 3:00 to 5:30 pm CET

The workshop is based on, and develop further the “SLOW LIFE. Radical Practices of the Everyday” exhibition of Ludwig Museum (http://slowlife.ludwigmuseum.hu/en/). Disciplines involved are visual arts, business, and management philosophy.

The session include conversations with international artists of the Slow Life exhibition of the Ludwig Museum of Budapest and presentations by distinguished academics who explore the meaning and relevance of the slow approach for business referring to ecological regeneration, human scale organizing, and community involvement.

In the first part Deputy Director of Ludwig Museum, Zsuzsanna FEHER presents the sustainability efforts of the Ludwig Museum. Then Curator Jozsef KESZMAN introduces the SLOW LIFE exhibition. Artists Krisztina ERDEI (Budapest) and Antal LAKNER (Budapest) share their views on slowness and its relevance for today’s life. In the second part Paul SHRIVASTAVA (Penn State University & ICN Business School, Nancy), David M. WASIELESKI (Duquesne University & ICN Business School, Nancy), and Laszlo ZSOLNAI (Corvinus University of Budapest & Blackfriars Hall, University of Oxford) explore the the slow approach for business referring to ecological regeneration and human scale organizing.

Contact: laszlo_zsolnai@yahho.com